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muddy boots and petticoats. Daughter of the wild rnoor, she 
drew nourishment from it where an alien might have starved. 
The lists drifting across the 1 eak pastures saturated her mind, 
softening much that the strenuous years had made hard, perco
lating into tiny crevices, finding there seeds of the past and 
quickening them into life and beauty. When the clouds im
pended, blotting out all colour and sparkle, she thought of the 
resplendent, omnipotent sun behind them. When its golden 
beams pierced the darkness her soul leaped to meet them, in 
wonder at the glory of them. Sensible as she had ever been of 
the variety and symbolism of Nature’s moods, their true 
meaning seemed to have escaped her till now, when she inter
preted them not for herself, as heretofore, but for Michael, and 
for the suffering, the sin, the crime—she confronted the dreadful 
word valiantly—of which Michael stood the self-confessed 
epitome.

One afternoon, after a second visit to mere Pouldour, 
Tcphany, passing the small château of ltos Braz, saw a notice on 
the gate, advertising the place as being “ to let ” for the summer 
season. The château was surrounded by a shady old- 
fashioned garden. After much talk with Mary Machin, and 
bearing in mind that Yvonne’s hotel would soon be uncom
fortably full of Philistines, Tcphany decided to take it for six 
months. The rent was absurdly small, the house comfortably 
furnished, and in the salon stood an excellent piano. Tcphany 
had been forbidden to sing at all for six weeks. Then Sir Japhet 
had recommended a cautious trial of the vocal chords. As he 
had said, in his clear, trenchant, impossible-to-be-mistaken 
tones, the lesion would either yield to rest and treatment, or it 
would produce chronic induration. Already Tcphany felt 
joyously assured that her thre was stronger : she could 
swallow food without any feeliiiB of discomfort; she could 
talk at length without that burning sensation just below the 
tonsils. But Sir Japhet had insisted upon one point. Under 
the most favourable conditions she must not dare to accept 
public engagements for several months. It will be remembered


